American History

New series from Lucent Books®

Topics that helped define history

Lucent Books’ all-new American History series examines the eras, events and movements that have shaped U.S. history. Comprised of four full-color titles, this series is suited for readers in grades 7–10. Each title offers a glimpse into a time period or topic that will help readers understand the era, the government and the beliefs of the time.

Compelling narratives offer a wealth of factual information, while providing readers with insight into the significance of the past. Fully cited quotations from historical figures, eyewitnesses, letters, speeches and writings bring vibrancy and authority to the text. Sidebars, timelines, indexes and annotated bibliographies appear in all volumes.

Series Includes:
The American Revolution
The Civil War
The Cold War
The Constitution and Founding of America
Early Native North Americans
The Great Depression
The Industrial Revolution
The Progressive Era
Salem Witch Trials
Twentieth-Century Immigration to the United States
The American Revolution
This full-color book offers firsthand perspective on life during the American Revolution. The introduction presents a troubled family in the mid-1700s, and each subsequent chapter portrays the revolution as it unfolded through their eyes with compelling chapters like “Sugar and Stamps, 1763-1766,” “From Townsend to Tea, 1767-1773” and the epilogue, entitled “Novus Ordo Seclorum – A New Order of the Ages, 1783-1789.”

Order #GML26308-227278.

The Constitution and Founding of America
Seven chapters offer invaluable insight and historical coverage of this pivotal time in American history. From the earliest stages of our country and the emergence of the thirteen colonies, to the Revolution and the development of the Constitution – this thought-provoking book is a must-read for any high-school student.

Order #GML26308-223504.

Salem Witch Trials
This book offers a credible, unbiased look at the often sensationalized Salem witch trials that took place in Massachusetts during the late seventeenth century. Every full-color chapter describes the religious, political, and social context in which the accusations and trials took place, as well as the aftermath of the trials and the legacies that ensued.

Order #GML26308-227449.

Twentieth-Century Immigration to the United States
This candid title offers an unbiased look at the burdens and the benefits thousands of immigrants brought to the United States throughout the 1900s. Examining the logistics of immigration – such as quotas and legality – as well as the emotional effects like isolation, this book sheds light on the people who came to Ellis Island with the promise of a better life.

Order #GML26308-181140.

The Civil War
The newest title in the series, The Civil War, continues the tradition of engaging narratives, a reservoir of factual information and many other value-add features.

Order #26308-242069.

The Great Depression
Recently published, The Great Depression, discusses a time in American history that quickly became a worldwide cataclysmic event. Students will learn about the far-reaching implications of this time period in America.

Order #GML26308-239894.

Coming Soon:
The Cold War

Early Native North Americans

The Industrial Revolution

The Progressive Era

Please contact your Gale Representative for pricing. In the U.S. and Canada: call 1-800-877-GALE or visit www.galeschools.com.

Outside the U.S. and Canada: Visit www.gale.com/world for a list of distributors and sales offices.